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Habits and the Brain 

If you think about habits, chances are, quite often you will focus on bad habits.  Even the 
first definition that comes up on google does this!   

‘a settled or regular tendency or practice, especially one that is hard to give up. 
"he has an annoying habit of interrupting me" 
synonyms: 
practice, custom, pattern, routine, style, convention, policy, wont, way, manner, mode, 
norm, tradition, matter of course’ 

Now I’m not denying that we have habits that are unwelcome or unhelpful.  For instance, I 
have a habit of looking at my phone the moment I am not otherwise occupied.  This is 
generally bad for my phone bill (data allowance, where does that go?), not great for my 
productivity and it certainly doesn’t make me the most interesting person to be with!  But 
the reason that unwelcome habits are so annoying is because they can be so difficult to 
shift.  Which is exactly why we want to use the super power of habits for good! 

I thought it might be useful to have a bit of a look at what happens when we are trying 
create a habit.  Neuroscientists tell us that when we do something new we create a 
pathway in our brain called a neural circuit.  With regular use, the circuit gets 
strengthened, which is why things get easier the more we do them and how we turn them 
into a habit.  Some studies suggest that it takes about 3 weeks to form a habit.  
Unfortunately, some studies also suggest that it takes much longer.  The real answer does 
depend on how often we do it (i.e. if it is a habit that we do once every other day, it is 
probably going to take more days to embed than a habit we do twice a day).  However, 
about a month should be enough for your neural circuit to be readily accessible and if your 
habit isn’t quite embedded by the end of the month, it will certainly be well on its way. 

If you have an unwelcome habit, such as snacking too often, you will know that sometimes 
you don’t even realise that you are doing it.  This is because automatic behaviour 
bypasses the Pre Frontal Cortex so you don’t think about it.  This is why we can harness 
habit building for good.  If you are doing healthy, welcome and useful behaviours without 
having to think about it, you are well on your way to making your life happy, easier and 
more balanced.   

How can we use what we know about the brain to make it more likely that you will do your 
good habit?  Well let’s take a look at why we have bad habits.  It’s usually because there is 
an immediate, short term benefit that releases dopamine and brings us pleasure.  This is 
the reason why a fat laden, high sugar snack like a donut (my particular pleasure) is much 
more tempting than a piece of fruit (for most people).  We know that the donut is unlikely to 
get us towards any health or weight related goal, but it’s easy to pick if we need a hit of 
pleasure.  That’s why many people also find it so much harder to make a ‘good’ food 
choice when they are emotional, tired, stressed or all of the above.  Because that less 
healthy choice brings an immediate pleasure surge that an apple doesn’t quite match.  
BUT if we can purposely match our good habits to things that make us feel good we can 
trick our brains and bodies into associating those habits directly with the immediate, short 
term benefit.  So this week, spend some time experimenting with rewards for your habit 
that will make it more likely that you will choose your habit when you otherwise wouldn’t.  
For example, I am a fair weather runner.  Today it is rainy and chilly and I really don’t want 
to run outside.  But I reward myself with a lovely hot bath after running on days like this, so 
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I’m much more likely to go because there is an immediate, short term benefit right after my 
run.  Choose things that don’t directly compete with your motivation for your habit (i.e. 
please don’t pick a high calorie snack as a reward for working out).  Consider how portable 
is your reward, what does it cost and how closely to the end of your habit you can tie it.   

That’s it for now!  Until next time, 
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